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Abstract— Current research into Trojan detection suggests that
exhaustive Trojan detection in a chip during limited manufac-
turing test time is an extremely difficult problem. Indeed, an
especially nefarious form of Trojan known as the time bomb has
a payload activated in a delayed manner making it extremely
hard to detect. As a result, chip trust detection at manufacturing
test time may not be adequate especially for critical applications.
This suggests that some form of dynamic trust detection of the
chip both preliminary (possibly during a preproduction phase)
and during in-field use at run time is required. We explore an
approach to this problem that combines multicore hardware with
dynamic distributed software scheduling to determine hardware
trust during in-field use at run time. Our approach involves
the scheduling and execution of functionally equivalent vari-
ants (obtained by different compilations, or different algorithm
variations) simultaneously on different PEs and comparing the
results. The process dynamically achieves trust determination by
identifying the existence of Trojans with a high level of confidence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Insertion of malicious circuits (referred as Hardware Tro-

jan) in a design during the chip manufacturing process has

emerged as a major security issue [1]. Existing Hardware

Trojan detection methods using manufacturing test either tar-

get Trojan detection using conventional logic testing [2] or

side-channel analysis such as power supply monitoring [3],

[4] and delay testing [5], [6]. These approaches however do

not guarantee exhaustive detection of hardware Trojan which

can vary in circuit size, trigger function and payload. Since

complete verification of trust of a chip during production

test is extremely challenging, an in-field procedure for online

checking of possible malicious effects due to hardware Trojan

can potentially assure trustworthy computing.

In this paper, we propose an in-field dynamic trust verifica-

tion approach in multicore system using distributed schedul-

ing, which dynamically evaluates the trustworthiness of each

core during task execution. In the process, the trustworthiness

of the system evolves over time. It gradually learns to do

scheduling and allocation of tasks in manner that assures high

confidence as well as minimal impact on system throughput.

The advent of multicore processing suggests the use of

multiple processing elements (PEs) or cores on the same chip,

allowing both simultaneous execution of the same function-

ality combined with verification. Multicore systems offer the

additional benefit of redundancy so that as trust in the cores

are evaluated, centralized or distributed software scheduling

algorithms can be used to avoid low-trust cores. Also more

refined scheduling can be devised to match job trust require-

ments to evolving core trust levels, e.g. more critical jobs being

assigned to more trustworthy cores.

The intent of such a multicore task scheduler is to gradually,

over time, determine the hardware trust of each core while

permitting the in-field use of the hardware system in an

increasingly trusted manner. Additionally, as individual core

trust evolves, the scheduler [7] can perform with improved

efficiencies (both in utilization and speed) by matching desired

task trust levels with discovered core trust.

II. MULTICORE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
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Fig. 1. Multi-core architecture using n × n array of PEs and taurus
interconnection network

Assume an n × n toroidal array of PEs with n PEs at

row 0 capable of reading in subtasks as shown in Fig. 1.

Assume that all n PEs on row n − 1 are output PEs capable
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of outputting computed values from subtasks. We assume

each job is composed of several interdependent subtasks that

have been topologically sorted and placed into an input queue

available to the PE array for input. The PE array is free to read

in any subtask, Sk, from any job, Ji, provided all its inputs

have be satisfied by previous subtasks that have completed, or

already have values. Basically subtasks are read by input PEs

in row 0 and begin their search for a free PEs to execute in.

As a subtask moves from PE to PE in its search for a free

PE, path information is stored in the PEs so that values can

be sent back to row 0 and then (in one hop) to an output PE

in row n− 1. Also the path is used to determine trust as will

be discussed.

For the proposed dynamic trust evaluation approach in a

multicore platform, we note that our distributed scheduler can

be a better choice than a centralize one. This is because as

centralized scheduler (either hardware or software) can itself

be vulnerable to malicious attack. Hence, we have considering

a distributed scheduling framework in this paper to achieve

trustworthy computing.

III. USING SUBTASK VARIANTS TO DETERMINE

HARDWARE TRUST

Trojans are typically well hidden in hardware circuitry and

depend upon a small number of input triggers to activate

them. In addition, the activation may require previous states

to have been set in combination with specific trigger acti-

vation values. Also, the delayed payload activation property

of time-bomb Trojans makes them extremely hard to detect.

This sensitivity suggests the unlikelihood of two functionally

equivalent variant processes (for example, binaries for two

different algorithms or different compiled version of the same

algorithm) A and B, say, of a subtask both triggering the same

Trojan. Therefore when two binary variants of a subtask are

simultaneously executed on two different multicore PEs, PEA

and PEB, say, and their computed values VA and VB agree,

it is highly unlikely that both executed the same Trojan (or

different Trojan) and as a result obtained the same result. Thus

it can be concluded with high confidence, that VA = VB is

the correct value of the subtask and it’s value can be sent

to the output PEs. Also if their computed values disagree, it

is known with certainty that at least one of either PEA or

PEB contained a Trojan (i.e. it is known with certainty that

a Trojan has been detected). If they disagree, then the next

step is to determine which of the PEs (or if both) contained

a Trojan and reduce the trust level of the PE containing the

Trojan. This can be accomplished by repeating the process

and running an additional variant, C, say of the subtask. Then

if VC = VA (similar argument if VC = VB) then again it

is highly unlikely that both variants C and A executed the

same Trojan (or different Trojans) and as a result obtained the

same result. Thus it is determined with high confidence, that

VC = VA is the correct value of the subtask and it’s value can

be sent to the output PEs. Also if VC is not equal to either

VB or VA then it is known with certainty that at least two

of the three PEs (PEA, PEB, PEC) contained Trojans (this

occurrence of two Trojans being activated for two variants

of the same subtask would be extremely rare). It would be

even rarer for all three PEs to contain Trojans. Clearly this

process can theoretically be repeated an unlimited number of

times to ultimately determine the PEs that contain Trojans and

as a result adjust their trust levels. Of course the likelihood

of having to repeat this process beyond variants A and B is

almost zero. In reality, to have to repeat the process beyond

variants A, B, and C will likely never happen. It also should

be noted that eventually, frequently using only two variants,

the variant execution process must end and a correct value

for the subtask with high confidence computed. Finally, it is

interesting to note that the rarer the activation of a particular

Trojan is, the higher the confidence level becomes, when that

Trojan is activated that the Trojan will be detected.
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Fig. 2. Example of placement of subtask variants

IV. DYNAMIC HARDWARE TRUST DETERMINATION AND

HIGH CONFIDENCE SUBTASK EVALUATION

We briefly describe the process of dynamic hardware trust

determination. This process also determines the correct eval-

uation of subtasks with high confidence. Initially, each PE in

the multicore is given a trust level of 1 indicating that no

Trojans have as yet been detected in the PE. Each time a

Trojan is discovered in a PE its trust value is halved. This

process is best described by examining the life cycle of a

subtask. A job will typically consist of number of subtasks

that are initially topologically sorted by a pre-scheduler. Each

subtask contains several functionally equivalent variants (A,

B, C, D,etc). Subtasks are initially read by an input PE (row

0) and the subtask flows through the PE array until it finds a

free PE. It begins execution on process variant A (we call this

PE, PEA) see Fig 2a.

The PEA then spawns a subtask containing variant B which

then flows until it finds a free PE, PEB, and begins execution,

see Fig. 2b. Eventually both variants finish execution, variant

B’s value follows the path back to PEA where the two values,
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VA and VB say, are compared. If they are equal then with high

confidence, neither process A nor process B have executed

Trojans and so the correct value is sent from PEA back up

the path to the input PE (row 0) and from there to the adjacent

output PE (row n − 1) for output. If, however, VA and VB

differ then a subtask containing variant C is spawned and flows

until it finds a free PE, PEC, different from both PEA and

PEB to execute, see Fig. 2c.

When C completes execution in PEC the value of variant

C, VC, is compared with VA and VB. If VC equals either

VA or VB then variant C and the agreeing variant A or B are

assumed to have not executed a Trojan. In this case PEC sends

VC back following the path to PEA. When it reaches PEA

then if VC and VA disagree then the trust of PEA is multiplied

by 1/2 since it must have executed a Trojan. Otherwise the

trust of PEA is left unchanged and a packet is sent to PEB to

multiply PEB’s trust by 1/2 since a Trojan has been detected

in PEB. VC is then sent from PEA back up the path to the

input PE (row 0) and from there to the adjacent output PE

(row n − 1) for output.

In the highly unlikely case when the VC differs from both

VA and VB then PEC spawns subtask variant D which is sent

to find another free PE, PED, different from PEA, PEB and

PEC to execute, see Fig. 2d. When D completes execution the

value of D, VD, is compared with VA, VB and VC. If VD

equals any of VA, VB or VC then variant D and any of the

agreeing variants A, B or C are assumed to have not executed

a Trojan. VD is sent back from PED to PEC. When the VD

reaches PEC then if VD and VC agree, then the trust of PEC

is left unchanged otherwise the trust of PEC is multiplied by

1/2 since it must have executed a Trojan. VD is then sent

from PEC to PEA. When the VD reaches PEA then if VD

and VA disagree then the trust of PEA is multiplied by 1/2

since it must have executed a Trojan. Otherwise, if they agree

then the trust of PEA is left unchanged and a packet is sent

to PEB to multiply PEB’s trust by 1/2 since a Trojan has

been detected in PEB. VD is sent from PEA up the path to

the input PE (row 0) and from there to the adjacent output PE

(row n − 1) for output.

In the very highly unlikely case when the VD differs from

VA, VB and VC then the process would again repeat in a

similar manner to when VC differed from both VA and VB .

In this case PED would spawn a subtask variant E etc.

Distributed PE Trojan Avoidance Scheduling

Dynamic trust determination allows Trojan avoidance

scheduling of subtasks. The benefit of such scheduling is

that subtasks can be directed to PEs with high levels of

trust (ideally 1) to avoid Trojan activation. This results in

decreased job completion time (higher system throughput)

since if variants A and B are placed in PEs with trust levels

of 1 then rarely will the subtask variant C (or even worse D,

E etc) be needed. This avoids significant delays which would

otherwise be necessary in sequentially executing variants C,

D, etc.

The primary responsibility of the scheduler is to use dynam-

ically learned hardware trust to efficiently schedule subtasks

among high trust PEs in order to reduce the likelihood of

having to schedule subsequent subtask variants necessary to

compute correct subtask values. Hence the scheduler does

not distinguish between hardware caused and software caused

errors.

The scheduler, governing the subtask and resultant value

flow, is totally distributed software throughout the array of

PEs (i.e. there is no sharing of memory). PE trust levels as

described are a first level indicator of confidence levels in PE

trust. A more sophisticated measure would integrate frequency

of error detection with frequency of subtasks executed for each

PE. The scheduler could assign subtasks to PEs with lower

confidence (trust less than 1) when there is a shortage of free

PEs – the alternative is to force the subtask to wait for free

PEs of trust level 1). Since it is unlikely that any PE that has

a Trojan will actually execute that Trojan on any subtask, it

follows that the PE will likely correctly compute the value

of that subtask. Hence this strategy will likely decrease the

throughput time of the job containing this subtask.

V. RESULTS

A 2500 line Java program was written to simulate trust

determination and subtask scheduling. Each clock cycle the

simulator manages the flow of subtasks and their values

throughout the PE array. In all runs, trust determination and

any necessary execution of variants were carried out in order

to compute with high confidence valid results for all subtasks

of the job. The scheduler uses the knowledge of learned PE

trust levels to try and avoid sending packets to neighboring PEs

with trust levels less than one. As a result, as PE trust levels

are learned, subsequent subtasks are less likely to require

the execution of additional variants C, D, E, etc. in order to

correctly compute the value of the subtasks.

Simulations where carried on one job, J15, containing 15

subtasks. Fig. 3 shows the flowgraph of 15 subtasks including

the execution times. PE array sizes of 3× 3, 4× 4, 8× 8 and

16 × 16 were simulated. Trojans were distributed as follows

in the various PE arrays as indicated in Table I.

TABLE I

LOCATION OF TROJANS IN PES

n × n Trojan Distribution within the PE Array

3 × 3 All PEs in row 2 contain Trojans

4 × 4 All PEs in rows 1 and 3 contain Trojans

8 × 8 All PEs in rows 1 and 7 contain Trojans

16 × 16 All PEs in rows 1 and 15 contain Trojans

The frequency of Trojan activation was greatly increased in

order to observe the effects on dynamic trust determination and

scheduling. Table II illustrates scheduling for job J15. Job J15

was resubmitted to the four PE arrays four times. In all runs the
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Fig. 3. Flowgraph of the 15 subtasks in Job J15

correct values of all jobs were successfully computed despite

frequent Trojan activation. As expected, the job completion

times decreased significantly as the scheduler was able to use

learned PE trust levels in later runs to avoid assigning subtask

variants to PEs with low trust levels (< 1).

TABLE II

JOB J15 SCHEDULING WITH TRUST LEARNING

PE
Array size

Job Completion Times

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

3 × 3 61 52 52 52

4 × 4 67 57 49 49

8 × 8 69 59 57 50

16 × 16 87 63 50 50

VI. CONCLUSION

We have explored the effectiveness of dynamic distributed

multicore PE trust determination. This is achieved by si-

multaneously executing a variant of the subtask on another

PE to discover Trojans. The subtask scheduling necessary to

coordinate the subtask variants produces both new learning

with high confidence of PE trusts and high confidence of valid

subtask execution results. The scheduler is able to use learned

PE trust to more efficiently execute future jobs with increased

throughput.

Critical to our approach of dynamic trust determination is

the generation and execution of functionally equivalent binary

variants of a subtask (i.e. variants that functionally compute

the same results but in a different manner). This approach

relies on the Trojan property of rare activation. We consider

a Trojan model which triggers on sequence of rare events

and hence acts like a time-bomb. For example, a sophisticated

Trojan can be designed which triggers on a special sequence

of machine instructions with specific operand values. Note that

the probability of a particular Trojan being triggered by both

a task and its variant can be extremely low. This is due to

differences in instruction mix, instruction order, operands and

memory locations, which is very unlikely to trigger the same

set of rare events in case of both task and its variants.

Our experiments have demonstrated the theoretical effec-

tiveness of detecting Trojans given the ability to execute

variants of each subtask on an as needed basis. We have shown

the effectiveness of PE trust learning with high confidence. We

have shown that the PE array can, in a distributed manner,

learn trust levels of the cores during deployment. We have

shown that a distributed scheduling can use the learned trust

to better schedule subsequent subtasks. Preliminary results

suggest significant increase in throughput for subsequent jobs.
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